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Schmidt's .hearing to be held April. 1·2
by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Student body President Fred Schmidt's impeachment hearing will be 7 p.m. April 12 in the University
Dining Room, four days before Schmidt's term ends.
Vice President Christine Toutikian said Thursday
she scheduled the hearing that late so the senate's
Legislative, Judicial and Rules (LJR) Committee
would havetime to prepare its case against Schmidt.
Although student government statutes seem to

say the hearing had to be held before April 5,
Toutikian said spring break forced the hearing to be
pushed up a week.
"We don't count a week where we don't have a
school day," she said.
The hearing will take place after the regular session of the student senate.
LJR finalized its investigation schedule at its
meeting Wednesday. Chairman David Carls said the
committee will issue subpoenas to SG Business
Manager Mel Rogers, former senate Secretary Phyl-

lis Taylor and UCF Affirmative Action Director Janet
Balanoff by Wednesday.
At that time, it will demand a list of defense
witnesses from Schmidt. The committee will solidify
its case by April 4, and finalize it by April 11.
LJR will act as the prosecution at the hearing. The
senate will act as the jury.
A group of students filed a charge of misfeasance
against Schmidt March 1. They say Schmidt misrepresented the students when he called Rogers "boy"
Feb. 16. Rogers is black.

Altman asks advice
Student senate offers input on Univeristy Club money
strings attached," Altman said. The
money can be used for any purpose by
UCF.
President Steven Altman went to
Altman said while the club has no
the student senate Thursday for input bylaws preventing members of minoron the Orlando University Club's pro- ity groups from joining, it has no black
posed donation.
or female members, and did not have
The club made a $28,000 gift to UCF Hispanic or Jewish members until relast fall, and offered to sign a five-year cently.
agreement to donate that arnoun teach
Altman said several people had
year.
written to him saying ifUCF does not
The club has donated between accept the donation, they will have to
$10,000 and $12,000 a year for the past reconsider their donations. "If we don't
take the [University Club] money, [the
decade.
The proposed $140,000 agreement writers] would not want to make a
would allow the state to donate $50,000 donation in the future," he said.
from its matching program.
see UNrVERSJTY CLUB page 4
"They make that donation with no

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER

Article prompts restroom
repairs to fill 'glory holes'
by R. Scott Horner
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In response to a Central Florida Future article, university police and
building managers have increased efforts to end campus glory-hole sex.
Lt. Tom Nelson of the UCF Police
Department said he increased patrolling of campus restrooms after the
publication of a March 8 article on
public restroom sex, also known as
glory-hole sex, and building managers
from the bookstore and the Student
Center have asked Physical Plant

workers to do what they can to prevent
the practice.
Recently, Ralph Weitzel of the student center had putty temporarily put
into the holes until Physical Plant
workers can install large sheets of
metal onto the stalls.
·
Weitzel said by the end of this week,
4-by-5 foot pieces of thick sheet metal
will be bolted to each side of the stall
walls in the bathroom.
They will use special lock screws
that can't be screwed out and Physical
see GLORY HOLES page 4

Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
World ~ame moderator Chuck Dingee records students' hopes for the future. The
game's objective was to foster knowledge of world events, geography and politics .

•

enrollment increase
by Rick Baker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Board of Regents discussed the
potential problems associated with an
estimated 50 ,percent increase in state
university system student enrollment
by the year 2000 Friday at UCF.
The regents met in the Wayne
Densch Sports Center.
According to Charles Edwards, the

J:

chairman of the BOR, the university
system's size and its ability to meet the
demand of the growing populatign of
Florida is a definite concern t~ ·the'
BOR.
According to a BOR report, the
number of students in the state university system is expected to increase from
160,000 in 1990 to· 240,000 in 1999.
see BOA pag~ 5

LOVE AND MARRIAGE?

Scott 1cire, a jum1 · najoring in education, and Cynthia Noce1•a senior majoring
in communications,·won the Newlywed Game at the Rox fe~tival Saturday.
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MR. K WANTS YOU!
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amural SPorts Supervisor

•

IF YOU:

~
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Love SPOrtS
Like to Play sames
Want to imProve UCF Intramural sPOrts
Can commit 15-20 hours a week
_Are willins to referee selected sPOrts
Think $5.00/hr. is a reasonable startina pay
Look Sood in Rec Services Blue

•

w
::==~==
·:·=·=·=

•

THEN:
Stop by the Rec Services Office f RS 1o1 J
APPIY by APril 12 and see if You have what it takes to be a Part of the new•••

•
•
•

UCF

Be a Part of the solution to better Intramural SPOrts at UCF.
Call Mr. K or Jim at 275-2408 for more information!

..
•

..
•
•
1

1

1

1
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J..l~ill)l~llSDII> S(;Uf)J.JlllSDII>S il\TJ\11.Jlll·J..I~!
TO BE ELIGIBLE YOU MUST:
Plan to be enrolled during the 1990-91 academic year and
were not at any time within the 9 (nine) months prior to
the application due date, paid Student Government
Officials.

•

•

•
•

The scholarships will be awarded to ten students 11who
have improved student life on campus.
11

APPLICATIONS ARE DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1990!
THE APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED TO THE OFFICE OF THE YICE
PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS, DR. LEVESTER TUBBS

..
•
•
•

•
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New SAss· audits to aid summer registration

•

by Melissa Stoker _
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

During registration for summer semester, Student Academic Support System audits will replace
the previously used Trial and Advisement forms. The
SASS audits include students' transcripts.
Using SASS audits may be temporary.
"We will review it after summer registration to see
if we should continue to use SASS forms, go back to
the former Trial and Advisement forms or choose
another method," associate registrar Carol Larson
said. "We're all interested in trying to make it work
for students."
By combining the SASS audits with the PIN codes
for registration, students can see what classes they
are missing before they register, said Dr. David Dees,
assistant dean of undergraduate studies. It is easier
for students who register by telephone to have their
audits in front of them in case a class is closed so they
can see what else they need to take, he added.

•

"None of this replaces the need for advisement,"
Dees said.
Larson said if students are not finding their SASS
forms in their colleges, it could be for three reasons.
If some students have recently changed their

"We will review it after summer registration to see if we should continue to 1:1se
SASS forms."
- Carol Larson
associate registrar

majors their audits may be in their former c~llege's
office.
"We literally process hundreds of change of majors
each week," Larson said.
"The SASS audits were ·printed in February,"
Larson said. A lot of people have probably changed

their majors since they were printed.
Larson said some students may also have a hard
time tracking down their forms because two groups
are not. eligible to register in advance: non degree
seeking students and some transient students. She
said these students will be allowed to register on May
10 or 11 for the first summer session.
"We give priority to degree-seeking students,"
Larson said.
Some students who are getting their SASS audits
are finding mistakes. For example, some transfer
students are noticing the wrongcatalogyear on their
forms.
The audits incorrectly list transfer students' catalog year as the year they transfered to UCF. It should
say the year they began studying before they transfered.
If students think they are eligible for an earlier
catalog, they can apply at Phillips Hall room 208.
Students can also go there if they have questions
about their general education classes.

Review pcl~el
begins report
on WUCF·FM
by Dave Schlenker
STAFF REPORTER

President Steven Altman Friday
released the names of those selected for
the WUCF-FM Review Committee.
Dr. Ted Clevenger, dean of FSU's
College of Communication, Robert
DuBord, former faculty advisor for
UM's radio station, WVUM, journalism professor Dr. Jim Fletcher from
· the University of Georgia and Gary
Shivers, general manager for Witchita
State's KMUW were chosen.
DuBord, who is currently a residence hall director at UM, was nominated by WUCF student assistants.
The other three were selected from
staff and faculty nominations.
The four members started work
Friday with a full agenda. They met
with station administrators, student
employees, faculty and staff members,
as well as a few interested community
members.
The committee is expected to have a
report to Altman by the end of the
semester, including a list of suggestions regarding operations and possible format alterations.

SUNDAY STROLL
Harry Berenger walks his pet rottweilers after a swim at the Lake Claire Recreation Center. (L-R) Bronko, Sasha, Anne and
Echo are all between the ages of 1 and 3-years-old. Berenger raises and trains dogs.

• LETS TALK POLITICS

• FOR GRAD STUDENTS

Joseph Rauch will speak
about "The Supreme Court,
from :fDR to Reagan-Bush
Years" from 10 a.m. to 11:30
a.m. Wednesday in the board
room of the administration
building.
Rauch has been involved
with several presidential
administrations including
those of Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Harry Truman, John Kennedy
and Lyndon Johnson. He has
also practiced law before the
Supreme Court for over fifty
years.
This lecture is open to the
public.

The first meeting of the
Graduate Student Organization is scheduled for 5 p.m.
Wednesday in room 208 of the
Chemistry Building. This
newly formed organization
aims to unite and benefit UCF
graduate students. For more
information, contact Bruce or
James at 275-2246.

• DRAMA THERAPY

Penny Danvers, an actress
and educator, will illustrate
the therapeutic aspects of
drama at 7 p.m. Wednesday at
the music rehearsal hall.
Danvers will describe her
own experiences using drama
therapy to help the physically
and mentally disabled adults
in Sarasota's Project Return.
The program is free and
open to the public

•

Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

$100, book prizes orfree printing in the ACP Anthology.
The deadline for entries is
March 31. For further information, send a SASE to International Publications, PO Box
44044-L, Los Angeles, Calif.
90044.

should not have been on the
Student Government payroll
for at least nine months.
Deadline for application is
April 13.

Film and a freelance production manager for national
commercials.
This program is free and
open to the public.

• KID ACHIEVERS

• HOLOCAUST HYPE

The UCF McKnight Center
of Excellence is accepting applications for the McKnight
• TO COIN A SERIAL
The Central Florida Coin Achievers Society.
Club of Orlando has contribThe program supports Afri• EUROPEAN LECTURER uted a subscription of Coin can American students who
Dr. F. Parkinson from the World to the UCF Library.
are in grades kindergarten
University of London, InstiAnyone interested in keep- through high school. Students
tute ofLatin American Studies ing up with the prices of pre- applying should have an A or
will give a lecture at 2 p.m. cious metals, U.S. and foreign B average.
Wednesday in the Board of coins or just reading about
Applications must be reRegents Room on the third numismatics will find the ceived by April 6.
floor of the administration publication in the Serials·
For more information conbuilding.
Department of the Library.
tact the UCF McKnight CenThe lecture, titled "Eastern
ter of Excellence, 849-0799 or
Europe: The Implications," is • LEADER SCHOLARS
275-2231.
sponsored by the Office of InApplications for 10 leaderternational Studies.
ship scholarships, sponsored • CINEMA WORKSHOP
by Student Government, are
The UCF Cinematography
• POETS SUBMIT WORK
available in the student affairs Association will present a
·
The National College Po- office.
workshop by Tammy Stone at
etry Con test is open to all stuStudents shouldbe involved 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in PC-3,
dents who would like to win in campus and community room 201.
cash prizes and possibly have activities. To be eligible, stuStone is the president and
their works published. The top dents must be enrolled during owner of Sunshine Producpoems will be awarded up to the 1990-91 academic year and tions, president of Women in

(CPS)-A history teacher has
been fired for teaching his
class that the Holocaust never
happened.
Donald Dean Hiner, a parttime teacher at Indiana University-Purdue University at
Indianapolis was dismissed
for lecturing that the Holocaust is a Jewish myth, and
asserting that "none of it
makes sense unless you look at
it from the prospect of Israel
getting a lot of wealth from the
story."
Rene Arbuckle, a sophomore at the university, taped
Hiner's lecture and turned it
over to school administrators.
Hiner denies he is antiSemitic, saying he just attempted .to teach another
school of thought.
"I do not consider myself a
revisionist," he told The Indianapolis News.

I
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UNIVERSITY CLUB
' FROM PAGE 1

He wouldn't say who wrote the letters.
Sen. David Carls said he had no problem
with the donation. "I don't think it matters how
we spend the money as long as we spend it in a
non-discriminatory fashion," he said.
He said the money could be used for scholarships for members of minority groups.
"I'm Jewish, and I think it's horrible that
they discriminate against anybody," Sen. Jason Lazarus said.
However, he still supports accepting the
money. "If we can use it for an ethical use, then
let's do it," he said.
Two senators, David Mann and Tim Adams,
spoke against the donation. Both said the University Club's donation should be turned down
because of the club's implied membership policies.
Although Altman said he did not intend to

talk about the recent racial incident between
student body President Fred Schmidt and Student Government Business Manager Mel Rogers, he did so by student Nathan Brooken's
request.
Altman said what happened was unfortunate for both Schmidt and Rogers. He said the
matter ended after findings of the UCF Affirmative Action Office and a subsequent letter
of apology from Schmidt to Rogers. Schmidt
called Rogers, who is black, "boy" during a
heated confrontation in February.
"As far as I am concerned, that is the end of
the subject," he said.
The senate passed one bill during regular
business. The bill allocates $235.80 to buy six
Rubbermaid garbage cans for the Brevard,
Orange and Seminole Halls. The cans will be
used in a newspaper and aluminum can recycling program.
At the end of the meeting, the senate named
Sen. David Mann to the Presidential Committee for Election Review.

Weitzel is not completely
that the large metal
confident
FROM PAGE 1
sheets will deter glory-hole
users because he said similar
Plant Maintenance Supervi- attempts to do that in the past
sor Milt Simpson said the size have failed.
"fve been here 20 years, and
of the sheets should keep
people from tampering with it. we've patched up those holes a
Glory-hole sex in men's lot of times," Weitzel said.
He said they have used toibathrooms involves voyeurism or sex between two men by let paper dispensers to cover
using a hole made in the divid- up the holes but they wer e
ripped out. The putty they
ing wall.
The bathroom across from u sed is too easily knocked out.
Tropical Oasis restaurant is About four years ago, they inthe only one on campus with a stalled small sheets of metal to
hole large enough for glory- cover the holes but those were
soon pried off.
hole sex.
"Maybe this won't do it eiOther bathrooms in Phillips Hall and across from the ther," Weitzel said. "i don't
Great Escapes restaurant are know.
"But they'd have to use speused for bathroom sex but participants have to use the gap cial tools to take this off. We've
between the floor and the bot- even thought of using a spot
welder to put the sheets on."
tom of the di vi ding wall.

PRETTY WOMAN CR)
2: 00-4: ~· 7:30· ' 0:00· 12: 15

no possei

IAO INFLUENCE CR>

THE FOURTH WAR (R)
2:10·4:10-6:10-9:10· 10:10

4:30-10:00
LAMBADA <PG13)
BLUE STEEL (R)
2:»6:40-10:40
1 :55-4 : ~· 7 : 20-9: 45
STELLA (PG13)
1HE HUNT FOR RED OCT. (PG) 4:20-8:30
1:45-11:30-7:30-10: 10
JOE VS lHE VOLCANO(PG)
2:05-4:()()-6:00-&00-10:00

BARGAIN
MATINEE
FEATURES
STARTING
BEFORE 5:00.

GLORY HOLES

GET YOUR SUMMER TAN NOW!
Wolff System Tanning at

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
~·

.

Where The Sun Always Shines!

··-----------·
Buy 5 Visits :
Get 5 Free! •I

$29.95 :

Sign up a friend and get 2
visits free!

·-----------·

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9 :00 p.m.,
Sat. 9:00 a. m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun. Noon - 6:00 p.m .

.Universities protest
'Girls of ACC' pictorial
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Presidents of colleges belonging to the Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC ) agreed
March 10 to send a letter to
Playboy protes ting the
magazine's pictorial on the
"Girls of the ACC."
The April issue, which hit
the stands Feb. 27, features
photos of 36 women from each
of the eight ACC schools in
clothed, semi-nude and nude
poses.
"It doesn't change anything," Playboy spokesman
Bill Page said of the presidents' complaint.
Playboy has published 15 of
the features in the past 13
years, Page said, and each
time, protests have been part
of it. "These things happen
every time we do a campus pictorial."
And the extra press cause
by controversy simply helps
sell more magazines.
"The louder they protest,
the more people know we're in
town," Page said.
"The magazine," he added,
"always sells very well in the
area of the schools we're covering."
The magazine is currently
trolling campuses in New

Mexico, Utah, Nevada and
California for a feature on
"Girls of the Big West."
At Utah State University,
· students are taking the whole
issue pretty much in stride.
Although both the student
paper, the Statesman, and th e
Logan paper, the Herald..Journal, refused to run advertisements promoting the off-campus interviews, the two papers
covered the event.
"It's caused quite a stir on
campus," declared USU student Steve Barth. "A lot of
women I know are mad at the
press making it taboo, h e cont inued.
"They think they should
have the decision as to whether
it's degrading or not."
"As far as students are concerned," added a USU student
senator who didn't want her
name used, "they really don't
care one way or the other."
Other campuses to be featured in the pictorial in schools
of the "Big West," a conference
that exists only in the minds of
Playboy's editors, are New
Mexico State and San Jose
universities, California State'
universities at Fresno, Jfullerton and Long Beach, the universities of California at Santa
Barbara and Irvine, and the
University of the Pacific.
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Eddie Farrell is a con man.

He's out of luck, out of time
and out of money.

•
•
•

But he ll be ready when ...
1

OPPORTUNITY

KNO

In the .world of cons... Eddie's a pro.

•

•
•

•

•

.
OPENS FRIDAY, MARCH 3oru AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

•
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Foot fetishist nabbed
at University of Akron
by Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

After following a monthlong trail, University of Akron
police have finally caught up
with an elusive "foot fetish
man" who had been scaring
studen ts as they studied in the
campus libraries.
The man, who had victimized at least six students since
mid-January, apparently
would approach students in
the library "and stare at their
feet," university spokesman
Phil Zimmer said.
One victim recounted how
the man sat down in a study
carrel next to where she was
studying with her shoes off,
and then removed his shoe and

•

•

Graduate and Podtatric Medicine Admissions
Invite You To Attend A Reception At
Radisson Plaza Hotel - Orlando
· Saturday. March 31st ·
From 10:00 a.m. untll 2:00 p.m.

touched her foot with his.
Upon nabbing the man, a
24-year-old non-student, police warned him to stay off
campus and away from students' feet.
The incidents don't seem to
be related to a long-running
series of shoe thefts from libraries at the universities of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, Wisconsin-Madison and
Illinois State University in
Normal.
Wisconsin police arrested a
33-year-old Iowa man last
December who admitted to
taking sides trips to Wisconsin
and Illinois for five years to
steal shoes at campus libraries
from students who had kicked
them off while studying.

Your time is precious.
0fncc ,,r Adm1• 1un<
l\irrv Univer<ny
111 1 N F.. Zn.I venue • M1am1 Shc•rc . Flm.J,1 l }161
Tdcphonc (!OS) 99-llW • In· 1;i1c I·
·~51-0SU • 011111r 'mtc I·

And so are the lives you could save.
Give us a little of your time.
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
Call 894-4141 for more information.
·6Zl·l

~~When I call Mom,

she either wants
to talk art or football.
Usually football?'

5

BOR
FROM PAGE 1

This growth is charted by assuming an annual growth of
five percent.
The BOR was concerned
over the inevitability of raising
requirements for admission
into state universities because
of the rising numbers of applicants. Florida universities'
admission standards are already higher than many other
states.
Regent Pat Groner said the
board should consider adding
one or two more state ·universities to carry the growing load
of students. There are nine
state universities. Reactions
were mixed among the regents.
The BOR also added
changes to its project priority
list · which covers most of the
direction for funding requests
for the next three years. UCF's
projects, which are high on the
list for 1990-91, include the
new art complex, a Daytona
research center, remodeling of
the Chemistry Building and
Howard Phillips Hall and
extensions of roads and parking facilities.
The BOR oversees the ·
growth and functioning of the
state university system.
According to Joan Ruffler, a
member of the BOR, the regents meet about six times a
year at various locations
around the state. Their last
meeting was held on Jan. 25
t ook place in Sarasota.
The last time the BOR met
a t UCF was in Sept. 1988 .

•

80,000
people gave
something
to the IRS
this year.
And they
can't wait
till next
year to give
again.
Go ahead call her up and let
h r know th core.
A 10-minute coast-to-coa t call
dialed di rect anytime, any day with

AT&T, costs le s than $3.00~ And
with fast connections and immedi·
ate credit for wrong numbers, how
can you miss?
fur more information on

Al&T Long Distance Service, and
products like the Jfl&T Card, call
1 800 525-7955, Ext. 100.
*Add applicable taJ<es and surc:ha!Bes.

--

_

They volunteered their
skills to people who
needed help doing their
taxes.
They weren't necessarily
accountants. They were
people, like you, who have
a basic.aptitude for· math
and a desire to help others.
You can help people
with what taxes them.
To find out about the
free IRS training program
call 1-800-424-1040.

ATs.T

.The right choice.

Volunteer now.
And you'll make
someone's taxes less
taxing later. _

_J
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After 3 years, faculty senate chair resigns
by Patrice Phillip
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After three years as the chairman of the faculty
senate, Dr. Rosie Joels has resigned.
The term as faculty senate chair lasts only one
year ·and then the position re-opens. J oels served for
three consecutive years.
"Three years is the limit for me." Joels said, "I
don't think anyone should do it for a longer term."
Joels, who graduated from UCF, said students

today are not treated as well as they were when she
attended UCF.
"It is extremely important for the faculty to treat
students as though they were important," she said.
Joels shows concern about the well being of stu~
dents. She said she finds it very rewarding when she
meets outstanding alumni in the community who are
great examples of good things that have happened at
the UCF in terms of education.
Irene Butler, secretary of the senate chair, said
Joels is a very conscientious worker. "She is very

•••••

supportive of students, faculty and members of the
faculty senate." She added that Joels supports the
senate's right to their suggestion and is very encouraging to them.
The elections for faculty senators have not taken
place yet.
After the senate elections, the senators will come
together and elect a faculty senate chair, a vice faculty senate chair and a secretary of the senate. The
tentative date for the faculty senate meeting is April
12. Until then, Joels remains faculty senate chair.

UCF Team Dentist

•••••

Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam
• Bitewing X-Rays • Consultation
•Offer good with valid UCF l.D. only
• Expires 3/30/90
• Good on initial visit only

282-2101

• Thro paticnl and UJY ocha penon
~ for paymcm bu a ri&ht to
refux ID pay, c:ux:el paymco1. or be
reimbu.ncd for
for uiy other

paymcu

11776 E. Hwy 50
Orlando, FL 32817
A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
that if you're not recycling, you're throwing
away a lot more than just your trash.
Recycle. Save our environment.
"" ~

..,..iai c:um.inalioa, or~
which ii pciformcd u a rcalllt of me!
within 72 boun or respondina to the .

Corner of Hwy 50 & Alaf aya Tr.

adve:niJemc:nt for &co 1C1Vicc,
cuminatioo or tn:atmenL

Ej}E f!tll

•

'

ROADWAY

SYSTEM

•
Roadway Package Systeill IS
accepting applications for partti1ne loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.

WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00A.M. - 7:00A.M.

•

•

•

BULD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORES!
CLASSES START:

GMAT.:........APRIL 24
GRE.............. APRIL 12
LSAT............ APRIL 16

~STANLEY H. KAPIAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

!

Phoite
•

for ID.ore inforination

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400

•
~------~------~--~~--~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ,j
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ATTENTIO·N ·GRAD.STUDENTS!
'

.

.

'

..

.

COMPETITIVE SALARY!

GREAT CAREER EXPERIENCE!

THE CAMPUS ALCOHOL AND DRUG AWARENESS
CENTER CCADAC> 15 INTERVIEWING FOR A
GRADUATE ASSISTANT TO BECOME 1990-91
,,.

Student Director of CADAC
MUST HAVE EXPERIENCE IN. PREVENTION.
THIS IS A TEN MONTH, 20 HOUR PER WEEK
COMMITMENT.

STOP BY THE STUDENT HEALTH RESOURCE
CENTER OR CALL 281-S84t BY APRIL t3,

COMING WEDNESDAY .MARCH 28TH
PART-TIME & SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

JOB FA-I R
SPONSORED BY THE UCF CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
A CHANCE FOR UCF STUDENTS AND
EMPLOYERS TO MEET AND DISCUSS SUMMER
AND PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES.
PARTIAL LIST OF EMPLOYERS
Walt Disney World
American Automobile Association
Central Florida YMCA
United Parcel Service
Roadway Package System
Kelly Temporary Services
Camp Staff USA
Sea World of Florida
Universal Studios Florida

Martin Marietta ..,
TRC Temporary services
Volt Temporary Services
Greenpeace Action
.
Manpower Temporary Services Inc.
ATS Staffing
Avon
A.L. Williams
The Orlando Sentinel

•

LOCATION:
TIME:

·•

Student Center Green (Student Center Auditorium If Rain)
10:00 a.lll. to 2:00 p.m. ·

For Further Information, Contact Corinne Russo in the Career Resource Center, Admin. 124, 275-2361
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The people speak:
MBI witch hunts
a -waste of effort

·...

Don't the Metropolitan Bureau of Investigation and Orange County have anything better to
do with their time and our money?
Apparently not.
It seems their efforts to "clean up" Orange
County were (curses) foiled again when a grand
jury determined that all of the X-rated movies
and magazines on the latest MBI most unwanted list were not obscene.
A failure for the MBI becomes a victory for
those of us who still believe in the First Amendment.
The 23-member grand jury looked at these
items and issued their findings Thursday. But
the MBI is not content with the jury's ruling.
In the end, the jury left the long arm of the
MBI grasping for straws. But the MBI plans to
continue their scare tactics which have, more
often than not, resulted in wrongful censorship.
Unfortunately for Orange County citizens,
this arm is connected quite firmly to the shoulder of the American Family Association and the
Greater Orlando Coalition Against Pornography. Both organizations are filled with extremists who don't see anything wrong with forcing
their moral misunderstandings upon all of the
people in this county.
It was complaints by the AFA and GOCAP
that lead the MBI into bringing the movies
before the grand jury in the first place.
What hurts us most is the fear that this sea of
initials - GOCAP, AFA and MBI - has instilled in video and book store owners. They
worry about facing criminal charges of selling
obscene material (MBI obscene, not legally
obscene) and even facing third-degree charges
of racketeering, which could carry a sentence of
up to five years in prison and a $5,000 fine.
. Some store owners don't want this kind of risk
and would rather take legal products off their
shelves than tempt the MBI into pressing false
charges against them.
That is censorship.
The citizens of Orlando and Orange County
were heard in the recent grand jury findings.
And they have shown yet again that they know
the difference between material that is personally distasteful and material that is obscene.
Adult book and movie outlets should not be
closed down just because some group of puritans
decrees that it be so. The people have spoken,
and they don't agreee with the AFA or GOCAP.
The First Amendment is still safe.

.Crotral FloridaFbture
C>1 119Cl'llec.n.9 _ F _

P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275·2865
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R. Scott Horner
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News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Office Manager
Ad Production Manager
Advertising Staff

Eric Dentel
Lauren. Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John Citrone
Jennifer Offenburger
Jorge Alvarez
Lara E. Hutchison
Tracy Torres
Anissa Larson
Armand Cimaroli
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Opinions expressed In Tho CantraJ Florida Futuro are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, University Administration,
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Environmentalists ignore the facts
Hold on to your wallets folks! Environmen~
mania is once again getting a thrust from the leftist
establishment. You can expect to see another "Earth
Day" on April 22 of this year - perhaps the largest
one ever. True to form, this Earth Day will highlight
hype and gloss over the facts.
On this supposed day of awareness that the Bush
administration has been bullied into supporting, the EPA, would like to point out that ultra-violet
sensationalist literature written by uptight alarm- levels are lower in American cities today than in
ists will be passed out to unwary Americans. Com- 1974. Furthermore, Singer states that no proof exists
plete with unfounded theories on global wanning, the to indicate chloroflorocarbons are in any way respongreenhouse effect, ozone depletion and allegedly poi- sible for the "ozone hole" above Antarctica.
He also says that the depleted ozone layer may be
soned food the literature is aimed at "making the
directly related to solar cycles which vary greatly and
country more aware of the dangers we face."
I can see it now! Greenpeace helicopters hovering which directly effect ozone levels.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
high above American cities, dropping loads of alarmrecently found that if global warming does occur (it
ist literature onto the masses.
All the while, Ted Turner bellows from a loud- hasn't yet), its effects may be beneficial. A 2.5 degree
speaker "The sky is falling. The sky is falling! Arma- temperature increase by the year 2050 will increase
food production by 15 percent, water resources by 9
geddon is upon us! "
It always amazes me, however, in these little percent, and forest growth by 5 percent.
The Earth Day leadership, reading like a Who's
ventures by the left, how they always forget one thing
-the facts.
Who on the Left, will make sure you don't hear the
The controversy surrounding the ozone layer de- truth about environmental concerns.
Unless you write to your congressman and tell him
pletion serves as a fine example.
Fred Singer, inventor of the satellite ozone testing you don't want your hard-earned tax dollars going to
instrument and former deputy assistant director of support them, hype will once again outsell the facts.

•NO RIGS
Editor:
Did you know that the United
States government is planning to
build oil drilling rigs off of the
coast of Florida? I didn't until a
couple of weeks ago.
I don't know how the government can plan to do something
that destructive to the environment and not even tell the residents of this state about the damage they are about to do.
These rigs would destroy the
already brittle coral reefs that not
only create millions of dollars in
tourism, but support life forms
that cannot grow anywhere but
the coral reefs of Florida.
Ifyou think the tar on the beach
is bad now, think about the ten to
fifty times more that would be a
result when the government
builds the rigs.
The
fragile
mangrove
ecosystem would also be destroyed
by the drilling. With the destruction of mangrove swamps, many of
the the native Florida fishes and
birds would not be common in
Florida. If there was an oil spill,

just imagine the impact it would
have on the environment and the
tourism industry.
If you are seriously concerned
about the oil rigs in Florida and
many other rapes of nature, then
talk to your friends about it an
voice your opinion to political officials. They get paid to listen to us.
Matthew Ferguson
• LONG WAY TO GO
Editor:
One could not understand the
full significance ofhavingfreedom,
and using it, unless he or she were
to live in the greatest nation of all,
the United States.
I'm sure that those European
countries think they are making
progress, but if they look at the
situation closely, they will see they
have a long way to go. Look at the
incredible amount of power that
we the people wield as citizens.
I hear that the congresspeople
or somesuch are giving themselves
anotherraise. Well, whynot?They
deserve it, I'm sure.
Anyway, whatever it is that

they do, they are amodel offine democracy to the nations across to
the nations across the world.
No, the little people have the
right to vote and all of those other
things that people can do. People
across the world should take example from American citizens as
to the mechanics of running for
public office; put simply, the person with the most points gets to
win. I'll bet those people in Europe
don't know that yet. They will.
I also have come to understand
that the more powerful a democratic nation gets, the less· its
people have to actually vote.
We, being the strongest nation
in the world, with no competition
to worry about, can finally relax
and not worry about the pressures
of government.
It's tough to win a mudslinging
campaign and try to govern the
nation with so many voters who
really know about government but
believe they can leave the responsibility to the other voters.
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Carlos Martinez
English
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Striking back at
the pinch-happy
•
•

•
"

•

•

If your elementary school was anything like
mine, on St. Patrick's Day everyone went around
pinching the kids that weren't wearing green. If
you had green on, it was a real neat affair. When
I was in fourth grade, St. Patrick's Day slipped my
mind, and I arrived home at its end an angry and
much-pinched little boy.
A couple of weeks later, I had a dream. In it, my
mother told me about a cool new holiday called
Green Thursday that workedjust like St. Patrick's
Day. I woke up and, indeed, it was Thursday. So I
put on a green shirt and headed to school, and I
spread the word around class quickly before recess.
On the playground, I gathered up my meager
green-clad army and gave the orders: "You know
what to do. It's Green Thursday."
Soon, the playground was alive with running,
pinching and screaming kids. It was great. Suddenly, across the way, I saw a little girl telling on
us. As the teacher bent down, the girl pointed a
purposeful little finger, and the teacher's scornful
countenance fell upon ... me.
I was busted.
In the lunchroom, I was interrogated at the
teachers' table. When I told the teacher that Green
Thursday was a mom-sanctioned holiday, she got
furious and insisted I bring in written proof.
I knew I couldn't bring the letterin, so Ijust took
my punishment. As I sat in detention writing
sentences ("I will not make up a holiday and blame
my mother for it"), I thought about what I'd
learned. You can't just make up a holiday, especially one where people get pinched. But, I thought
to myself, ifyou're willing to take the heat, you can
really mess with people.
Incidentally, you might want to wear green this
Thursday.

FREE
FREE
FREE
FREE
Nick

Nolte

March 29
7 & 9 p.m .
Student
Activities
Center
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Ho Joke... April 1

USPENSEFUL, SEDUCTIVE
AND WILDIXEROI1C."
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p· A CI N 0

SEAOF LOVE
1 & 9p.m.

Student Activities Center
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Ladies Schwinn Le Tour $125 249-7782

l'

Kappa Sigma

Kappa Sigs are ready to kick some booty In
Greek Week. We know what time it isl Play
your 2 on 3 game by Thurs or you're out. Don't
forget softball practice. STUDY STUDY I Yup
ACACIA
Thanks to IIB~ for dinnerwe had a great time.
Check with Glenn for hockey times. Do not
forget Sundays meeting is formal. Good Luck
to all those running for office. ACACIA B & G.
PARTY at GREEK WEEK KICKOFF! Sun .,
April 1st, 9pm-12am Orlando Sports Center
(Econ. between University & 50) BEER/LIVE
D..VOOOR PRIZES.
Admission only $2.00. Be therell
Delta Sigma Pi
Pledges ...The Brotherhood thanks you for the
AWE SOME Paddle Night! Speaker this week:
Wilbur Huston, Motivation Speaker.

Roommate, Clean, Honest, Reliable,
Mature roommate to share new, large, 112
2Bd.-28th apt. only 6 miles from UCF Cal I
John 678-1848
Professional to share downtown highrise ap t.
Priv. phone & bath, tennis, pool & WT. room
Non-smoker 325 mo. util. included. Call Joh n
843-5611 avail April 1st 150 deposit require d
15 min from UCF female roommate needed to
share 2bdrm 2Bath apt. 300 mth + 1/2 utilities
679-4242
Responsible lWF roommate needed to share
3bdrm 2bth duplex 6mi north of UCF. Man y
amenities. $275mo + 1/2 utilities. Call Jeff
366-3091 Eves.
Roommate needed to share a new 2bed2bath
house 2mi from UCF furnished $275/month
call 679-4812 or 275-2481 Bill

Women Preferred

13" RCA Color TV like new $100 249-7782
Earn up to $100 + per shift. Profession al
training provided. Tuxedo uniforms. Day sJ
Nights. Full/Part time. Church Street Staticn
and other exclusive locatJons. ShoeShin e
Company of America since 1978 call Larry or
Sonja 671-1482.

SOLOFLEX workout machine, top cond.
works great! Must sell, 678-4516 DAN
Brand new Wellington Taperflex
Water skis for sale. Also includes 2 ski vests
tow rope, gloves, etc $325 or best offer. Cali
Steve at 671-2994.

ATIENTION POST
GRADUATES
Earn $250.00 per DAY
The Cape Canaveral Think
Tank needs 200 outstanding
graduate students in all
academic fields for part
time Think Tank operations.
The 1mag1nat1ve and
innovanve individual should
apply.
Send transcript, GPA, photo,
and short bio w/stats to:
ccn. P.O. Box 5852,
Titusville, FL 32783

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair). Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1)805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.
Guitar-Takamine acoustic w/hardshell case,
mint condition $350 or trade for Takamlne
electric. Call 788-3696 evenings Mon-Thurs
Sofa ~t, end tables, coffee table, dining set,
items, moving must sell at Rock 8onom
Prices call Mike 677-5012 or leave message.

o~r

Bunkbed great condition cheap
Call 658-8811 or 381-5285 for Karen

Racquetball Club
Interested in Racquetball? Join the UCF
Racquetball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape. and meet other players. All level
of players welcome. Call 678-1848.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes

FROllC!CRAZY!AWESOMEIThesearejust
a few of the ways co describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There I

A social/peer support group f0< gay/lesbian
students meets weekly. For more information
contact Lance 380-2835.
ATIN All D&D ENTHUSIASTS! Players
wanted for Sunday evening game. For info.
call 365-2238 after 5:30
We would like to thank everyone for their
participation in the Dead Man's party. We
welcome any one interested in joining meetings Wednesday 5:00pm Wellness Center.
UCF Hispanic Amencan Folkloric Ballet is
looking for new dancers (male & female) No
experience needed Call X2716, leave name &
phone.

Apt. in Oviedo/UCF area. 2bed/2Bath central
heat &air, all appl. incl. Ideal for shartng $450/
mo. 657-4936
Duplex-UCF Area 2bdr Oak Hoors, Skylights
$450/mo no pets 1 yr. lease 249-1896 2776647 257-3461

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212. available for Immediate OCaJpancy. Call DMV Properties Inc. 657-1967

Large 212. w/prlvate balcony <>< patio, large
kitchen walking distance to UCF . Please ask
about our move-In special 282-5657
Howell BranctvWinter Park Area, 10 min.
from UCF. Wash/Ory, mlcwv, 2 car garage.
2bdrmslfull bath, ea. $262.50/mo. No pets.
Eric 678-5719834-3541

HASA
Next meeting: Thursday, Mar. 29 5pm in SC
214. T-shirt day is Wednesdays. Come and
help plan our next party (Mar 30) and our picnic. Be therel
WATER SKI CLUB meeting is Thursday the
29 at 7pm in the lobby of the libraty ev91'Yone
is invited to come and join upl More info call
381-5017
American Production & Inventory Control

Society
Mid Florida Dinner Meeting on 04110. Mini
Regional meeting in Ocala on 04107. Chapter
elections on 04125.

Super Incomer Be YourONn Bossi If you are
motivated, persistent, and want to earn fantastic income. Call (407) 88~5969. Doneco
Inc.

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA. FBI. IRS
and US customs. Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682·7555 Ext. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)

ATIENTION: Excellent Income
for Home Assembly Work. Info.
Call 504-646-1700 Dept. P307

For Salel 78 VW Scirocco Syst
Excellent engine, Hurst trans.
Must sell ASAP $1,000 080 Call
275-4222 or 323-8823 and leave
message Carlos

ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAY!
Assemble products at home. Details. (1) 602838-8885 Ext W-5780.

1981 Ford Ranger Pickup w/topper runs good
$500 080 call 249-1685 Please leave a

Writers needed ... News, Creative and Political for local publicalJOn.
Call 380-2877 for appointment.

message

available form $1001
Call for information informaoon I
1-708-742-1142
Ext. 689
1986 Nissan Pulsar NX Sspd, AM-FM cassene, car cover and bra Incl. Tal<ing best offer
275-4141 or 578-8746 Ask 10< Matthew

Earn 20% on everything you sell I

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from government from $1 without aedit
check. Yourepair.Alsotaxdelinquentforeciosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 ExL H2124 for
repo list your area
(call 7 days a week)
"ATIENTION" - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
GH5780
2-45 gallon aquariums $150. Includes undergravel, filter, all pumps, rocks, and stand. Call
277-0903

R8$41arch pap&rS, 18,278 available! Catalog
$2 00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.

NallOnal markebng firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworlung, and moneymonvated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 592·
2 121.

Flex1ble hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You! Call The Central Florida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 275-

1
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EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus .
All student documents . Same day service
available. IBM/AT. WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM lener quality/laser printing .

*

*

ProfesslonaJ
Accurate
WOROMASTERS 277-9600

Fast

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad
preduction Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred), News writers &Editors. Paid positions
available.CaJI X2865 for more information.

Attention I Two Tickets for sale for the Paul
McCartney concert in Tampa on April 12, Call
699-0323

Happy 30th birthday greetings to Ba.rt-The
sexiest, most exciting man on campus.
From your biggest fan-Katherine
Hey BARBI, HAPPY BIRTHDAY my litlfe
cupcake. I'm taking you to hear The Spin Men
Lonightatthe SAC so be ready. ltstarts at9pm.
You get your presents later!!! Love, Brett
W.Tod, Sex last night was great-wish it was
with youl I miss our nights of fiery passion!
Soums

2 601

CR~ISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Chnstmas and next summer breaks. Many
p ositJons. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext S-1153
(call 7 days a week)

Merida(Andes) Venezuela. Six weeks. Up to
16 credits. Depart May 13 or June 24. USFsponsored. Satisfy summer enrollment, language, requirements $1,695. Includes board,
room, air from Miami. After 5:00 call Jodi
Nelms 671-7098

:

1990 Honda Civic EX 4dr sedan. Sspd loaded.
Asking $11 ,700 578-8746

I. . _. ,._. .:.;.;.;.;. . ;.;. ;. ;.;.;.;.; o.;. ~; ; ,. .; ; ;,;:;,.; .; ;. ; .; .;. ;._ ,.1

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even if bankrupt or
bad credit! We guarantee you a card or~
your money back.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT M-1280
(call 7 days a week)

Student Asstt. for Alt. Community Serv. Prog
20hrSIWk 896-0945 Vol. Ctr.

UCF Area 1 1/2M 2Bd 28 Privacy fence, WIO,

Al C $450 month $300 dep 365-4315

NEED HELP WITH MATH OR STATISTICS?
FOR TUTORING, CALL 277-2839.

Dental recap afternoons & Sats.
Goldenrod office 677-8888

Gov't Seized, Surplus Vehicles

Desirable Sherwood Forest3bdl2bthwasher/
dryer, microwave, dishwasher. One Avail.
May 1 $625/mo reserve now (407) 658-4310

RESUMES TYPESET-$12.50 per page
FREE Spelling/Grammar check
Quick Turnaround.Personal Service
Characters Typesetting-657-8830

Diamond Pendant, Please call Randy at 6788485. Reward given for return.

Motivated Juniors & Seniors wanted for entry
level position. $10 per hour after first month
training period. 4 positlons open call 8945704

FEMALE NEEDS APT IN UCF-VCC AREA
IMMEDIATELYll NON-SMOKER, CLEAN I
EASY GOING. CALL 678-1018 LEAVE
MESSAGE.

I

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.

Me? Shine Shoes?

To the Tatooed Titans of Ecstasy-Thanks for
a ride we11 never forget I Bike Week was great!
Denise and Michelle
DearTANJ
The simple word cannot express, the past 2
months you've filled wlbliss. You mean more
t o me than air itself; you are my life, my soul,
my breath. With eac:h new day my love grows
stronger; Two months is long, but forever is
Iongerl
I Love You very much,
TAZ

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES,
2431 Aloma #211 671-4414.

Ellen,
I promise not to sllffyou with the bill anymore.
Hope to see you again this weekend. Good
Iuck at your recital Sunday. See you there.
Scott

EXCELLENT WORDPROCESSING 8597168

some huge cockroachesll

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.2512.50 678-6735

Eric, I hope Saturday night was fun. UCF has

•
•
Eddie Farrell is a con man.

"SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE'S"

DANA

He's out of luck,
out of ume and out
of money.

fARVEY

But he'll be
ready when ...

OPPORTUNITY

KNOC\1

•

/11 till! 1m1td of cons...

Eddif!'s a pro.
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CONFERENCE
FROM PAGE 12

"We are developing a class of gladiators who
bask in fame and fortune," she said, "then fall to
coaches who victimize them."
She called for faculty to assume a greater and
more active role in monitoring athletic programs, especially in academic mai;ters.
"Only faculty can be a disinterested party,"
said Stearman of the conflicts of interest that
emerge when coaches and university officials
regulate athletes in academic matters.
She also challenged the administration to
eliminate the double standard concerning special admissions for athletes and academics for
athletes.
Altman said a university president is responsible for everything that happens in athletics.
Altman has a set of rules which he has set
forth for his athletic director at the three
schools at which he has been university president.
They are: Always be · absolutely honest.
Comply fully with NCAA regulations. Win and
be competitive. Graduate the student athletes.
Reed said more attention should be paid to
collegiate athletics, which includes making
them more open to public inspection .
Reed fought to make graduation rates for

athletes public knowledge.
"The score you have to keep is the graduation
rate," Reed said.
Reed said following the NCAA rules is not
enough anymore. He has doubts for the NCAA's
ability to successfully regulate schools as it now
operates.
"The NCAA tried to think of every way someone could do something wrong," Reed said. "It's
the values we're trying to establish. You can
follow the rules and still know someone is on
drugs or alcohol."
Altman said he believes athletic scandals
result from the mistakes of individuals.
"There are dishonest individuals everywhere," McDowell said. "Unfortunately, we
don't know who is dishonest until they get
caught."
But from wherever the problems stem, the
panelists agreed strong actions must be taken
to correct them.
"We must have zero tolerance for making
·mistakes,"' Reed said. "If someone makes a
mistake we've got to say 'Goodbye, Mr. athletic
director, or 'Goodbye, coach. m
McDowell said having leadership, discipline
and character in coaches and players is the best
way to avoid scandals.
"In the end that is the only thing that will
overcome the temptation to be dishonest,"
McDowell said.

SURF CLUB
FROM PAGE 12

Even though four out of the
six surfers on the men's team
graduated or transferred last
year Phipps said he believes
the new surfers have a shot at
placing high enough at next
week's contest.
"Even though we have a
young team this season, I can't
imagine why we wouldn't be
able to surf well next weekend," he said.
One of the newcomers, Jennifer Lee Rowlette, better
known as "surf brat" among
her team mates, was judged
the best woman surfer at last
week's tournament. Rowlette,
who spent her spring break
surfingwith other teammates,
felt her practice paid off.
"I went into the contest
mental1y and physically prepared, which is very important
in surfing," Rowlette said.
The fact that every college
surf team has one female

FROM PAGE 12
a public service announcement of this publicati on a nd the Department of Transportation.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-:--~~~---1

"We've got the
con1peti.ti.on
by the
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BMT p1am, gcnoa, pepperoni, bolgna)
UBWAY CWB (roast beef, turkey, ham)

SUPER COMBO
SUPER BMT
SUPER CLUB
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M EATBALL
ST EAK & CHEESE (100% sirloin)
BARBECUE BEEF

•

YOU CAN'T
LIVE ON
HOPE.

SERVED O~ WHOLE \\'Hl::AT OR ITALIAN BRt:AD
Any Sandwic h al10 ayallabl • a1 a caalom aalad plate.
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Arizona Wranglers of the
USFL ( 198~85) and
the
Brown s.
Pollard's coaching career
also includes 10 years at
Pittsfield (Ill.) High School,
where his teams set a state
r ecord with 64 consecutive
victories.
Pollard played for former
UCFfootball Coach Lou Saban
while at Western Illinois University. Pollard played defensive back on the 1960 Leatherneck squad, the only team in
school hfatory which went
undefeated.

SEAFOOD & CRAB
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY BREAST
HAM & CHEESE

•

•

surfer is a key, Phipps said. "A
lot of our contests can be decided on how well Jennifer
surfs. She consistently places
as the best or next-best surfer
in the women's division.
"She exhibits a great deal of
talent for someone who has
been surfing for a little over
three years," Phipps said. "Her
aggressive surfing style impresses the judges."
However, all teammates are
focusing on the tournament
which will be held April 8.
"I'm confident that our team
will surf well at the contest,"
Rowlette said.
"I'm certain that our surf
team will be eligible to compete nationally after the contest next weekend. All of our
surfers know that this is their
last chance to make nationals.
That very incentive will pull us
through ," Phipps said.
The UCF surf club will
compete in St. Augustine this
weekend against FAU, FSU,
FIT, UF, JU, Embry Riddle
and Flagler College.
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Good at participating
stores only. Not good
with any other offer

I

The Fresh Alternative is even fresher
with our oven-fresh sub rolls, baked on
the premises. So don~ settle for
styrofood served on styrobuns. Come up
to Subway where the sandwiches and .
salads are always fre,sh and delicious.

UCf.

Buy any footlong ~ndwich
or large salad and gel one of
equal or lesser value for 99¢
with the purchase of a 2 J oz.
sofrdrlnk.

UCF
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Buy any footlong sandwich
or large salad and get one of
equal or lesser value for
FREE with the purchase of a
21 oz. soft drink.

You hope this guy is
finally the right guy.
You hope this time she
just might be the one.
And you both hope the
other one is not infected
with the AIDS virus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That 's
because it's possible to
carry the AIDS virus for
many years without
showing anysymptoms.
The only way to
prevent getting
infected is to protect
yourself.. Start using
condoms. Every time .
Ask him to

Al DS~s~~t~~~·no,
so can you.

Limit one coupon per

If you think you
can't get it you're
dead wrong.

.
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.ucF takes Classic
Baseball team wins with total sc·ore of 49-17
That brought up tournament MVP
Bobby Kiser.
Heckled by the Braves after he
The UCF baseball team continued grounded out the previous inning,
its rampage last week by going unde- Kiser slammed a double to left-center
feated in the Pepsi/Burger King Classic to drive in two runs and extended his
and extending its winning streak to 13 hitting streak to 12.
Chad Mottola also doubled to drive
games.
The Knights (21-10) defeated their in two runs.
LeClerc finished off UCF's sevenopponents by a combined score of 4917. They crushed opposing pitchers by run inning with a second hit.
hitting .313 in the tournament. By
"I think they celebrated a little too
comparison, the opposition managed to soon," Kiser said. "As the saying goes,
hit just .18(}.
let sleeping dogs lie.
UCF wrapped up
All it took was that
first hit. There was
the tournament Sat- "I think they celebrated
nothing else to do
urday night with a
but get a hit.
15-7 victory over a little too soon ...
"Like Bergy says,
Bradley.
They woke us up more
you got to stay foThe
Knights
cused ... I think they
clinched the tourna- with their mouth than
woke us up more
ment Friday when with their bats."
with their mouths
they defeated Hardin-Simmons 8-5.
- Bobby Kiser than with their bats.
They had the game
In
Saturday's
won."
game, UCF began
the game rather lackadaisically.
Both teams added a run in the sixth
Through four innings, Bradley starter inning. UCF put the game away with
Mike Grace allowed just one hit and four runs in the seventh and finished
Bradley took a 2-1 lead to start the its offensive explosion with two runs in
the eight.
fifth.
The Braves proceeded to knock
Held to just one hit in the first four
Knight starter Anthony Laszaic out of innings, UCF pounded out 15 hits over
the game by scoring four runs in the in- the last four innings.
ning.
For the week Kiser hit .375 and led
Bradley's outburst provided the the Knights with 10 RBI.
Six of his nine hits went for extra
spark to wake the Knights up.
Marc Le Clerc led off the inning with bases--five doubles and one home run.
Kiser was not the only player for
a triple. After Andy Williams walked
and Mike MacDonald sacrificed, Mike UCF to have an outstanding tournaJosephina drove in the first run of the ment.
inningwith a single that put his hitting
Josephina hit .450, Mottola hit .440
and McClellan hit .350.
streak at nine.
Steve McClellan followed with a
Jim Crone, who has been on a streak
sing]e, and Ernest Martinez hit a sacri- of late, was hitting .368 in the tournament before going O-for-5 in the finale.
fice fly.
by Roy Fuoco

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jcwge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bobby Kiser earned Most Valuable Player in the Fourth Annual Pepsi/Burger King
Classic. He hit .375, had ten RBI and had six of nine hits go for extra bases.

UCF surf team rides to
4th place in contest

McDowell
hires Pollard
for defense

by Mlchael Sutton
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A friend came to UCF football coach Gene McDowell's
aid last week. McDowell hired
Don "Deek" Pollard as interim
defensive coordinator.
The hiring came less than a
week before spring practice
began. The Knights began
practicing March 26.
Pollard, 50, a 1 7-year coaching veteran at the college and
professional levels, comes to
UCF from the Cleveland
Browns. He was a special assistant to head coach Bud
Carson on the Browns' staff
last year.
He replaces Rusty Russell,
who left the Knights two
weeks ago after serving as
defensive coordinator one
year.
Pollard's coaching experience includes stints at his
alma mater, Westem Illinois
University (1971-72), Florida
State University (1973-75)
and Oklahoma State University (1975-78). His professional coaching tenures include positions with the New
York Giants (1979-81 ), Denver
Gold of the USFL (1983), the

see COACH page 11

THE RICEMAN COMETH
Andrew Rice held sixth place and led UCF through the second
round of the Southeastern Collegiate Invitational in Montgomery,
Alabama. UCF was second overall behind Ohio State.

The UCF surf team rode
into an nncharacteristically
low fourth place finish last
week at the National Scholastic Surfing Association's
Southeastern conference surfing contest.
The team has been consistently placing within the top
three competitors in its surfing contests throughout the
season.
To be eligible for the NSSA's
national title, a surf team
must be ranked third overall
in the state at the season's end.
Last year's UCF surf team

finished the season ranked
first in the state. The team was
eligib\, to compete for the national title, but due to inadequate funding, it could not
participate.
"Last year we had a very
strong field of surfers," said
Darrin Phipps, president of
the surf club. "We could have
given the title-holders a run
for their money."
This year the surf team still
has a chance to contend for the
national title as long as it
places number three or higher
at next week's competition,
Phipps said.
see SURF CLUB page 11

Student athlete focus· of conference
by Biii Foxworthy
SPORTS EDITOR

Honesty and integrity must prevail in
collegiate athletics and student athletes
must be students first 1 athletes second.
Those were the conclusions of a conference held to examine and form solutions
facing student athletes at UCF on March
22.
The conference featured speakers and
panelists Richard Lapchick, director of
the Center for the Study of Sport in Society and Peter Golenbock, author of Personal Fouls, an investigation of problems

in the basketball program at North Carolina State.
The conference also included UCF
Director of Athletic Advising Sandra
Reeves, UCF Director of Admissions Rob
Sheinkopf, women's basketball Coach
Beverly Knight and baseball Coach Jay
Bergman. UCF President Steven Altman
said athletics should play an "integral but
not dominant" role in a university.
Athletics in Florida is big business-about $52 million a year. This is the root
of many problems in athletics, according
to many.
"Athletics is an important part of uni-

versity life," said State University System
Chancellor Charles Reed. "It brings together faculty, students and the community. But it's not more important than
education."
"Universities must decide whether to
be in the entertainment or education industry," said Associate Professor of History Richard Crepeau.
Allyn Stearman, associate professor of
anthropology, focused on several problems in athletics which she called systematic.
see CONFERENCE page 11

